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Millisecond Pulsars (MSPs)

• Ve r y

ra p i d r o tat i n g
neutron star

• Majority are in binaries
• MSP begins its life as

a
normal pulsar and is spun
up via accretion from its
companion

• MSPs are detected in the
radio, X-ray, gamma-ray,
and OIR

Physical Features of Pulsars
If we assume the magnetic dipole radiation is similar to that of the
spin down power for a pulsar:

where m is the magnetic dipole moment, w is the angular frequency of spin, α is
the inclination angle, R is radius of a neutron star and I is the momentum of inertia

If we assume the typical value for a neutron star, I~1045 g cm2; R~10 km

If Bsin(α) does not significantly change with time, then PṖ is a constant.

Since P02<< P2 , so

Pulsars on P-Ṗ diagram

3XMM J185246.6+003317
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The Known Gamma-ray MSPs
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Pulsar Varieties

40 γ-ray MSPs (34%)

The Known Gamma-ray MSPs
Pulsar Varieties

(Abdo et al., 2013)

(https://tinyurl.com/fermipulsars)

Detected by the contemporaneous radio ephemeris

=45%

First γ-ray MSPs obtained by blind search

PSR J1311-3430

Fig. Radio detection of PSR J1311-3430 using the GBT at 2GHz.
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Fig. Radio flux density at 1400 MHz vs. pulsar distance. The horizontal line at 30μJy is the
convention for distinguishing radio “loud” from radio “quiet” pulsars. The diagonal line shows a
threshold in pseudo-luminosity of 100μJy - kpc2. (Abdo et al., 2013)
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E@H is a volunteer distributed computing project established in 2005,
which is similar to SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence)@Home.
E@H’s primary goal is to detect gravitational wave from rapidly spinning
neutron stars in data from LIGO and VIRGO.
Since 2009, about 35% E@H compute cycles have also been used to
search for pulsars in radio data from the Pulsar ALFA project.
E@H also searched for γ-ray pulsars starting from 2011, and the 4th
E@H survey for γ-ray pulsars (FGRP4) started from 2014.
Total number of pulsars discovered

(Knispel et
al., 2000)

Fig. Significance as a function of DM and spin frequency.

17 young pulsars &
2 MSPs were newly
discovered

2FGL J0553.9+3104,
2FGL J1422.5−6137c,
2FGL J1521.8−5735,
2FGL J1932.1+1913
were identified as
pulsars.

Step Size in Periodicity Search

The searching step is always chosen to be a small fraction (typical
1/4-1/5) of the corresponding independent Fourier width/spacing.
The Fourier spacing is P2/Tobs in the period domain where P is the trial
period and Tobs is the total duration of the investigation. (The precision in
the frequency domain is 1/Tobs).
(Fermi Science Tools)

Transformation of Photon Arrival Time to
The Arrival Phase
If we assume ν=ν0 at T0 (epoch zero), then the spin frequency at
photon arrival time t can be described as:
Then the change of the phase (arrival phase) is :

If we consider the timing noise with high-order polynomial terms:

But this is just for the case of an isolated spin-down pulsar. For a
pulsar in the binary system, we need to consider the Doppler effect.

Transformation of Photon Arrival Time to
the Arrival Phase in a binary system
(Li et al., 2016)

i: inclination angle, Tπ/2: Epoch of ascending node, a:
semi-major axis, ν0: spin frequency, forb: orbital frequency,
Fig. phase-shift evolution of the measured minimum
phases as a function of time and the best-fit binary
motion.

The change of phase
can be derived as :

Spin frequency evolving with time is:

Arrival Time corrected to the Initial Frame

Arrival times at Earth or spacecraft must be converted to a nearly inertial
frame before attempting to fit a simple timing model
Remove effects of observer velocity and relativistic clock effects
Convenient frame is the Solar System Barycenter
To perform the barycentric time correction, we need
1. Lists of event arrival times at the spacecraft
2. The position of the spacecraft (calibration information)
3. Pulsar’s position in the sky

3-dimensional blind search
(Hui et al., 2015)

1. Search for isolated γ-ray MSPs.
2. 3-dimensional search including
spin frequency, spin-down rate and
sky position
3. “Semi-coherent” search: only
photons arriving within a short lag
window are combined coherently
in search.

Fig. Potential X-ray counterparts (white circles) of
2FGL J1729.5-0854 as observed by Swift XRT. The
dashed ellipse illustrates the 2FGL 95% confidence
ellipse.

With the above method, Fermi team performed a survey with E@H to
search for pulsations from 152 UFOs (Unidentified Fermi Objects) of
3FGL catalog using 5.5 years “Pass 8” Fermi-LAT data.

UFOs can be the candidate of pulsars
For example, the γ-ray MSP candidates determined in Hui et al. (2015):
1. Galactic latitude |b| > 10°. (The criterion for MSP)
2. Variability Index < 41.
3. A curved spectrum with the significance > 3σ
4. The source detection significance > 10σ.

= γ-ray MSP J1744-7619 detected in 2018.

Geometrically Radio-Quiet

Green beam: radio emission
Pink area: γ-ray emission

40 γ-ray MSPs (34%)

(Abdo et al., 2013)

γ-ray emission models

(OG)

(Clark et al., 2018)

(PSPC)

(TPC)

(Aliu et al., 2008)

Fig. γ-ray pulse profiles of the newly detected MSPs. The
overlaying curves are the best-fitting pulse profiles predicted by
fits to OG, TPC, and PSPC gamma-ray emission models. The
black dashed line is the estimated background level. Predicted
radio pulse profiles are shown by dashed-dotted lines..

Comparison between Radio-Loud (RL) and
Radio-Quiet (RQ) γ-ray Pulsars
1. Magnetic field and spin-down power
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I (moment of inertia) = 1045 g cm2,
RNS = 10 km, c = light speed
(Hui et al. 2017)

We note that the existence of real differences may indicate the lack of
radio emission is caused by the intrinsic property, not just by the geometric
reason.
We can also try to investigate the differences between RL and RQ MSPs;
however, the current sample for RQ MSP is only one!
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Comments & Extensive Studies
1. We (FAN team members) are disappointed because of no reference in
this paper to quote our efforts on the related studies.
2. Jumpei mentioned that off-pulse flux originated from the
magnetospheric unpulsed emission can also be explained by the
extended outer gap model according to Hirotani and his previous
study.
3. If we assume that the thermal X-ray pulsation is emitted from the
heated polar cap, then the confirmation of the pulsed detection from
the known X-ray counterparts can also constrain the emission
geometry in the γ-ray band.
4. The new 4FGL catalog which will be released after the current FL8Y
source lists can provide more potential RQ MSP candidates.
5. The majority of MSPs are in binaries. To efficiently detect more RQ
γ-ray MSPs, multi-wavelength campaign is required to constrain the
orbital parameters and to narrow down the searching range.

